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01. [BARTOLOZZI.]  Fan leaf depicting the Origin of Painting 
after Francesco Bartolozzi.  [Presumably London, c.1786?] 
 
Stipple-engraved fan leaf (298 × 533 mm), the engraving itself measuring 90 × 
115 mm; ‘No 69’ and ‘10/6’ at foot in early ms. ink; a little creased and dust-
soiled at extremities, sometime laid down.   £100* 
 
Both the British Museum and the V&A online databases record slightly larger 
versions of this fan leaf, from 1786. 
 
 
02. [BERESFORD, Benjamin].  The German Songster, or a 
Collection of favourite Airs, with their original Music, done into 
English, by the Translator of The German Erato, etc.  The second 
Edition.  Berlin, sold by H. Fröhlich; and by Messieurs 
Baumgärtners, Leipsic.  [Colophon: Printed by G. F. Starcke, 
Berlin.]  1800. 
 
4to (290 × 220 mm), pp. 31, [1]; the music printed typographically, on 
thick paper; uncut and unopened, remains of simple stitching to spine; 
ms. number (‘696’), in red pencil, at lower corner of title.   £250 
 



 
 

Second edition (first 1798) of Beresford’s second anthology of German 
songs in English translation.  His first, The German Erato, was 
published, likewise in Berlin, in 1797.  Among the lyrics here are poems 
by Hölty, Bürger, and Goethe (‘Fühlest wieder Busch und Thal’). 
 

 
 
‘Protégé of the Duke of Bedford, tutor of the Queen of Prussia, minister 
of the Gospel in Moscow, and professor of English in Berlin—such are 
the more striking phases of the varied career ascribed to the Reverend 
Benjamin Beresford [1750–1819] by his commentators, for whom the full 
measure of the man has remained obscured.  Even recent recognition of 
his sterling service as pioneer literary intermediary between Germany 
and England has been vitiated by insufficient knowledge not only of the 
man himself but also of the publications by which he initiated and 
sustained for a quarter of a century English acquaintance with German 



 
 

lyric poetry.  His translations of German popular songs accompanied by 
their original melodies have long since become rarities’ (Allison Shelley, 
1936, p. 476). 
 
For the best account of Beresford (who is not in Oxford DNB), see Philip 
Allison Shelley, ‘Benjamin Beresford, literary ambassador’, PMLA, vol. 
51, no. 2 (June 1936), pp. 476–501, and A Select Assembly of Notable 
Books and Manuscripts from the Allison-Shelley Collection of Anglica 
Americana Germanica, Penn State exhibition catalogue, 1972. 
 
BUCEM, p. 371; Carré, p. 89; Morgan C24; RISM, Recueils, p. 189.  
ESTC lists 6 copies (BL, Taylorian, Princeton, Rice, Library of Congress, 
Yale). 
 
 
LARGE-PAPER COPY, ‘FOR MRS RUDD’ 
 
03. BISSE, Thomas.  The Beauty of 
Holiness in the Common-Prayer: as 
set forth in Four Sermons preached at 
the Rolls Chapel, in the Year 1716 …  
The Seventh Edition.  London: Printed 
by W. Bowyer, for W. Taylor … and W. 
and J. Innys …  1720. 
 
8vo (226 × 139 mm), pp. [8], 173, [1]; some 
offsetting and spotting; contemporary red 
morocco elaborately tooled gilt, marbled 
endpapers, all edges gilt; rubbed, sometime 
neatly rebacked and recornered, preserving 
the original spine; ink ownership stamp of 
Fritz Fasting (1911–1979).   £500 
 
Printed on large paper and inscribed ‘For 
Mrs Rudd’ on the front flyleaf.  According to 
Maslen & Lancaster, only 100 copies were 
printed on royal paper (as opposed to 2000 
on demy). 
 
Maslen & Lancaster, The Bowyer 
Ledgers, 676. 
 
 



 
 

AULD LANG SYNE 
 
04. [BURNS, Robert].  JOHNSON, James.  The Scots Musical 
Museum.  Humbly dedicated to the Catch Club instituted at Edinr 
June 1771 …  Vol. I[–IIIII] …  Edinr.  Printed & Sold by Johnson & 
Co. Music Sellers head of Lady Stair’s Close … [1787–96]. 
 
5 vols (of six in total) bound in two, 8vo (217 × 132 mm), pp. vi, 101, [1]; 
vi, 102–208, [1]; vi, 209–310; vi, 311–413, [1]; vi, 414–438, ‘438’–516; 
engraved throughout, with some plate-toning; some browning to the title 
of vol. I from where a piece of paper was sometime laid in, and some 
light foxing in vol. V, and section of the fore-margin of p. v torn away (no 
loss); late nineteenth-/early twentieth-century polished half calf by R. 
Ferguson, rubbed, joints starting at head of the first volume, but sound, 
spine labels chipped, bookplate sometime removed.   £1200 
 
First edition, the issue with the imprint reading ‘Johnson & Co.’ in all 
volumes.  Johnson went on to publish a final volume, seven years later, 
in 1803, with a new title-page, dedicating the work to the Society of 
Antiquaries of Scotland.  The volumes here contain over 150 songs by 
Burns, including ‘Auld Lang Syne’ (vol. V, p. 426, set to different tune 
than is sung today). 
 
‘During the last eight years of his life, Burns directed most of his talents 
to the writing of songs.  Though there are a few songs in the 1786 
Kilmarnock and 1787 Edinburgh Poems, it may be doubted whether 
Burns ever thought very seriously of devoting himself to Scottish song 
literature; and, but for James Johnson, Burns’s songs, “which we reckon 
by far the best that Britain has yet produced,” might be died still-born …  
According to Snyder, whose account of the poetical work that Burns did 
for Johnson is very thorough, Burns seems virtually to have been the 
editor of the Museum almost from its beginning until his death in 1796’ 
(Egerer, pp. 26–7). 
 
James Johnson’s ‘place in history is entirely due to his pivotal role in 
conceiving of, printing, and publishing the six-volume Scots Musical 
Museum between April 1787 and June 1803.  Composed of six hundred 
songs, it remains the most substantive, valuable, and comprehensive 
collection of Scots song ever published.  Although it became a work of 
enduring quality primarily through the contributions of Robert Burns, 
credit for devising the base for this seminal collection must go to 
Johnson.  That he was on the point of publishing part one of his 
proposed two-volume book on Scots, English, and Irish song when he 
met Burns, and was happy to see his proposal evolve and develop its 
exclusively Scottish theme, reflects favourably on both his good taste 



 
 

and his commercial sense.  His role has been sadly overlooked, as the 
collection resulted from his instant recognition and encouragement of 
Burns, combined with his wisdom in allowing his most important 
contributor a free hand in identifying, writing, selecting, and editing 
songs such as “Auld Lang Syne” and “Killiecrankie”’ (Oxford DNB).   
 
Egerer 8a–e (inexplicably calling the book a ‘12mo, in half-sheets’); 
BUCEM, p. 557; RISM Recueils, p. 350.   
 

 
05. A CATALOGUE of New Music, published in the Course of the 
present Year, 1790, by Samuel, Ann, and Peter Thompson, (No. 
75) St. Paul’s Church Yard, and may be had at most Music Shops 
and Booksellers in Town and Country.  London, October, 1790. 
 
8vo (220 × 137 mm), pp. 8; uncut; stitched; short tear along spine, 
leaves sometime strengthened in the gutter.   £475 
 



 
 

‘Peter Thompson was the founder of the important business carried on 
by the Thompson family for half a century.  They were the last survivors 
of the music trade which once thronged St. Paul’s Church Yard, and 
their place of business had very likely been one of the shops held by 
members of the trade a century or more previously’ (Kidson, p. 125).  
Peter’s sons, Charles and Samuel, took over the business in the 1760s 
and it ‘gradually became one of the most important in London’ (New 
Grove).  ‘In 1780, Peter, who may be a son of Charles or of Samuel, and 
a grandson of the original founder, is added to the firm, which now 
stands as Samuel, Ann & Peter, and the business prospers still more’ 
(Kidson, p. 126). 
 
Rare: ESTC locates 3 copies only (BL, Edinburgh, Huntington). 
 
 
ON THE IMPORTATION OF BOOKS  
 
06. [CENSORSHIP.]  [Drop-head title:] Ukaz Ego 
Imperatorskago Velichestva … iz Pravitel’stvuiushchago Senata 
[in ms.:] Kurliandskomu Gubernskomu Pravleniiu …  Fevralia 11 
dnia 1797 goda. 
 
Folio (332 × 211 mm), pp. [2], printed on a bifolium, the second two 
pages blank; slightly creased, some waterstaining to upper edge, and 
finger-marking to lower right-hand corner; disbound.   £950 
 
‘An edict of His Imperial Majesty … from the Governing Senate to the 
Courland Governorate …  11 February 1797’, which begins by quoting 
verbatim another decree (it takes up the whole of the first page here), 
issued by Catherine the Great less than five months before, regarding 
the importation of books from abroad and restrictions on presses in 
Russia itself.  Nothing could be imported, or printed, without the censor 
examining it first.  Paul’s decree states that censorship committees in St 
Petersburg, Moscow, and the port cities of Riga, Odessa, and 
Radziwillowa should henceforth be comprised of three members each: 
one spiritual, one civic, and one academic, to be chosen by the Synod, 
the Senate, and the Academy of Sciences and Moscow University 
respectively.   
 
‘Performances varied considerably from city to city.  Between 1797 and 
1799 the censors in Moscow, St. Petersburg, Odessa, and Radziwillowa 
banned the importation of 87 titles altogether but the police censor in 
Riga, Fedor Tumanskii, seemed to be especially vigorous.  In his first 
166 days of work he examined 195 titles.  He established local 
censorship committees in all the Baltic territories to deal with non-



 
 

Russian works, and he even hired two Jews from Riga, Moses Hekel 
and Ezekiel David Levy, to censor all Yiddish and Hebrew books.  
Between 1797 and 1799 his agents in Riga banned a total of 552 books.  
Included in this list were works by Swift, Goethe, Schiller, Herder, 
Wieland, Kant, and other formerly acceptable writers.  Apparently 
pleased with Tumanskii’s success, Emperor Paul arranged to have 
censorship committees operating at every port in the country.  As a final 
touch, on April 18, 1800, Paul forbade the importation of all foreign 
books or sheet music into Russia’ (Marker, Publishing, Printing, and the 
Origins of Intellectual Life in Russia, 1700–1800, p. 231). 
 

07. CIMAROSA, Domenico.  L’uverture [sic, in ms. ink] De 
l’Opera Il Matrimonio segretto … à Bonn chez N. Simrock 
[between 1801–3]. 
 
Oblong small folio (247 × 328 mm), pp. 7, [1]; entirely engraved, plate 
no. 260; old waterstain to the fore-margin of the first leaf, some dust-
soiling and offsetting; uncut and unbound, as issued.   £100 
 



 
 

Entirely as issued, and a nice example of a passe-partout title-page, 
filled in at the time in manuscript by the publisher, here for the overture 
(in keyboard reduction) to Cimarosa’s Il Matrimonio segreto (1792), a 
popular opera based on Colman and Garrick’s comedy The Clandestine 
Marriage. 
 
 
08. [COLOUR PRINTING.]  Eight mezzotints printed in blue, 
then at the height of fashion.  Augsburg, 1750s. Together: £5000* 
 
a) The four seasons, engraved by Johann Esaias Nilson (1721–1788), 
‘the German Watteau’, and printed in Augsburg by Johann Philipp Koch, 
c.1752–5.  Each mezzotint 250 × 365 mm, printed in blue on leaves 
measuring 278 × 390 mm, the images numbered 129–132; each caption 
with a quatrain in French and German; the odd insignificant mark only.  
Nilson was a ‘major member of an Augsburg dynasty of engravers, and 
the leading Augsburg artist of his day.  Trained as an engraver and 
miniaturist; 1751 took on from his father the right to paint; 1752 set up 
his own publishing house.  1761 court painter of the Electoral Palatinate.  
1769–86 on board of the Augsburg Kunstakademie also member of the 
Francisische Akademie whose privilege he used for his publications from 
c.1768 onwards.  Had a major influence on decorative arts, especially 



 
 

ceramics’ (British Museum online catalogue).  Reitinger, p. 295 (two 
versions, this being the smaller of the two).   
 
b) Four hunting scenes, printed in Augsburg by Johann Christoph 
Haffner’s heirs, after 1754.  Each mezzotint 330 × 430 mm, printed in 
blue on leaves measuring 430 × 595 mm, the images within rococo 
borders, each numbered 1–4 in the top left-hand corner of the plate; the 
first also marked ‘No 8’ in the bottom right-hand corner; each captioned 
with a quatrain in German and Latin; some browning/finger-marking to 
extremities, old ms. numbering in bottom left-hand corner, but in very 
good condition.  The four scenes are international in scope: ‘Wilde 
Ochsen Hatz’ (wild bull-baiting), ‘Türkische Löwen Jagd’ (Turkish lion 
hunting), ‘Kurzweiliger Bären Gspas’ (entertaining bear game), and 
‘Indianscher Tyger u: Löwē Kampf’ (Indian lion and tiger fight).  Reitinger 
lists 37 other prints by Haffner or his heirs, but none of these four.  Of 
the prints themselves, there is an ordinary set, printed in black, among 
Frederik V’s (1723–1766) collections at the Royal Library in 
Copenhagen.  

 
Franz Reitinger defines the ‘blaue Epoche’, a period when blue became 
extremely popular, as between 1730 and 1765, following the chance 
discovery of what became known as Prussian blue, the first modern 
synthetic pigment, at the beginning of the century. 
 
Cf. Die blaue Epoche: reduktive Farbigkeit im Rokoko (2016), pp. 262–4.   
 



 
 

 
09. FABIAN, Bernhard.  The English Book in Eighteenth-
Century Germany.  [London:] The British Library [1992]. 
 
8vo (214 × 137 mm), pp. [10], 110; original printed wrappers.   £10 
 
First edition: the Panizzi Lectures for 1991. 
 
 

 
 

WITH PINK SILK ENDPAPERS 
 
10. GAIGNOL, Claude.  Heures Nouvelles contenant le petit 
office du Dimanche latin & français avec divers hymnes latin & en 
vers français, dediées à très illustre, très populaire & très 
vertueuse Dame La Duchesse d’Aiguillon par son très humble et 
très obeisant serviteur Claude Gaignol … 1754.   
 
Manuscript on paper, 8vo (183 × 113 mm), ff. [2], 118, 2; written in black, 
blue, and bronze ink, extra-illustrated with half a dozen copperplate 
engravings by Claude Duflos; some light occasional browning and 
offsetting, contemporary polished red sheep gilt, all edges gilt, red 
morocco lettering-piece to spine, joints rubbed; pink silk endpapers, 
early ink ms. bookplate (‘Ex Libris Petri Delveu’) to front pastedown, 



 
 

bookplate to verso of front free endpaper of Arthur Brölemann (1826–
1904).   £400 
 
 

 
11. [LA FONTAINE.]  GRAF, Christian Ernst.  Vingt cinq fables 
dans le gout de M. de la Fontaine, en musique pour le chant et 
clavecin, composés par C. E. Graaf …  Tome premier livre I [all 
published].  Oeuvre XXI.  La Hage chés Wittelaar [c.1780]. 
 
Oblong 8vo (190 × 271 mm), pp. [2], 33, [1]; engraved throughout, 
printed on thick paper; the leaves loose, as issued; the first bifolium 
sometime strengthened in the gutter; some light staining to first and last 
pages, but very good overall.   £700 
 
Scarce first edition: 25 fables after La Fontaine, cast as verse and set to 
music, perhaps intended as improving works for young performers.  
Each piece is subtitled with the vice which it illustrates (flattery, 
hypocrisy, idleness, etc).  Although the title calls this Opus XXI, Book I, it 
was all that Graf published at the time; he went on to write a further 
twelve fables (his Opus XXXII) in the 1790s.   



 
 

 
The son of a violinist, Graf (1723–1804) began his career at the court of 
Schwarzburg-Rudolstadt in Thuringia.  ‘In January 1751 he performed at 
Arnhem, and he seems to have settled in the Netherlands at about this 
time, directing the Collegium Musicum at Middelburg from c.1752 and 
then serving as composer to the Dutch court at The Hague from 1757 or 
early 1758.  He conducted a concert given by Mozart and his sister at 
The Hague on 30 September 1765; a year later the young Mozart 
published a set of keyboard variations (K24) on Graf’s Laat ons juichen, 
Batavieren!, composed for the inauguration of Willem V.  Graf was 
Kapellmeister at the Dutch court from 1766 until his retirement in 1790.  
He remained active, continuing to provide music to the court in the 
1790s and composing and conducting at the age of 79 a well-received 
oratorio celebrating the peace between England and France in 1802’ 
(New Grove). 
 
RISM G 3306.  Not in BUCEM, though there is a copy at the British 
Library.   
 
 
BIO-BIBLIOGRAPHY 
 
12. MEUSEL, Johann Georg.  Das gelehrte Teutschland, oder 
Lexikon der jetzt lebenden teutschen Schriftsteller.  Angefangen 
von Georg Christoph Hamberger …  Fortgesetzt von Johann 
Georg Meusel … Lemgo im Verlage der Meyerschen 
Buchhandlung, 1783[–91]. 
 
8 vols, 8vo (185 × 110 mm), pp. xxiv, 628, [2]; [2], 650, [2]; 672; 462, [2]; 
[4], 776, [2]; [4], 548; [2], xii, 418; [2], xvi, [3]–872; some light offsetting 
and spotting, a little worming to the hinges of most vols; contemporary 
German blue paper boards, rubbed, with the odd mark, extremities worn, 
corners lightly bumped, paper spine labels.   £500 
 
First published in 1767, Johann Georg Meusel’s (1743–1820) noted bio-
bibliography of living German writers, begun by Georg Christoph 
Hamberger (1726–1773), went through a number of editions, eventually 
swelling to 23 volumes (1796–1823).  Meusel worked on it for almost 
fifty years.  ‘It was the first survey of contemporary literature and he 
included in it, in addition to scholarly authors, a number of poets and 
authors of literary works, a decision which signalled the change from 
baroque erudition to the “Bildung” of the Enlightenment period’ (The 
Bloomsbury Dictionary of Eighteenth-Century German Philosophers, 
p. 534).  Meusel’s work was the impetus for several similar projects, 
including Jeremias David Reuß’s Alphabetical Register of all the Authors 



 
 

actually living in Great-Britain … (Berlin, 1791), the first bibliography of 
eighteenth-century English literature.   

 
Listed authors here include Bürger (I, 223); Goethe (I, 575); Herder (II, 
103); Kant (II, 257); Klopstock (II, 299); Kotzebue (II, 342); Lavater (II, 
402); Moses Mendelssohn (II, 617); Johann Karl August Musäus (II, 
647); Schiller (III, 377); and Wieland (IV, 206).  A number of women are 
included, notably Sophie von La Roche (III, 276), but also Sophie 
Albrecht (I, 18); Antoinette Bamberger (I, 58); Caroline Adelheid Cornelia 
von Baudissin (I, 73); Elisabeth Christine of Brunswick-Wolfenbüttel-
Bevern (I, 394); Elisabeth Charlotte Benigne, Fräulein von Hahn (II, 21); 
Anne Therese Khaser (II, 277); Katharine Kitt, II, 287); Karoline von der 
Lühe (II, 473); Mademoiselle la Motte (II, 619); Henriette Reine Reichin 
(III, 226); Magdalene Sibylle Rieger (III, 264); Karoline Christiane Luise 
Rudolphi (III, 307); Dorothee Henriette von Runkel (III, 318); Friederike 
Sophie Seyler (III, 551); Mariane Wilhelmine von Stevens (III, 627); and 
Christiane Stroth (III, 656). 
 
Goedeke IV/II, 274, 9 (not listing this ed.). 
 
 



 
 

 
13. THE NEW WEST COUNTRY GARLAND.  In five Parts.  Being 
a remarkable Account of a young Orphan’s Ramble into a foreign 
Country; occasioned by her Uncle striking her when she came to 
visit him; also, the many Difficulties the Uncle underwent till she 
was found, he being suspected of murdering her, together with 
several other Things as well entertaining as they are true.  
[London,] 1796. 
 
12mo (165 × 101 mm), pp. 8; large woodcut tailpiece depicting three 
people sitting at a dining table with pipes and drink, a little browning due 
to paper stock, original self-wrappers.   £250 
 
A popular chapbook tale about a rich man who, having hit his niece (‘Her 
uncle to strike her so great was his love’), is subsequently blamed for 
her disappearance.  As a solution, the Uncle pays a poor couple for their 
daughter as a replacement (‘When this Child of your’s is drest in cloaths 
gay, / Perhaps they will take her for mine that’s away’), but is soon found 
out by the orphan’s nurse and imprisoned.  All is rectified when the real 
niece frees her Uncle from jail, marries a young man, and the three 
enjoy ‘an estate of five hundred a year’ together, as depicted in the 
woodcut tailpiece.   
 
ESTC lists six printings of the Garland, from c.1770 onwards, in both 
London and beyond, many in only one copy.  The present version is the 
final one listed, with copies at the British Library, National Library of 
Scotland, Bodley, Rylands (two copies), and UCLA. 



 
 

 
DEFOEANA 
 
14. [PETER I, the Great.]  A true, authentick, and impartial 
History of the Life and glorious Actions of the Czar of 
Muscovy: from his Birth to his Death …  The whole compiled from 
the Russian, High Dutch and French Languages, State Papers, 
and other publick Authorities.  London: Printed for A. 
Bettesworth … G. Strahan … J. Stagg … J. Graves … S. 
Chapman … R. Frankling … J. Harding … T. Edlin … and J. 
Jackson … [1725]. 
 
8vo (195 × 122 mm), pp. [8], 207, 202–429, [1]; complete despite 
pagination; some light spotting, more so in the margins; contemporary 
sprinkled calf, rubbed, joints cracked but firm, spine gilt in 
compartments, extremities chipped, leather spine label lettered gilt.  
 £475 
 
Unacknowledged second edition, ‘a reissue of “An impartial history of 
the life and actions of Peter Alexowitz”, London, 1723 [1722], with the 
table of contents added at front, and text (covering the death of the 
Czar) at end’ (ESTC), thereby making it one of the earliest ‘complete’ 
English biographies of Peter the Great (1682–1725).   
 
In the past, the book has been attributed to Defoe (see Moore 451, for 
the first edition), but Furbank & Owens argue otherwise: ‘[This is] a 
lengthy and eulogistic account of the life and career of Peter the 
Great …  Defoe, in the Review, frequently criticised Peter the Great as a 
brutal despot, and a protest from the Czar once nearly got him into 
serious trouble.  It thus seems unlikely that he would later have 
produced such a uniformly flattering biography’ (Defoe De-attributions 
451). 
 
Cat. Russica H-928; Minzloff, Pierre le Grand dans la littérature 
étrangère 38, 3, 2. 



 
 

 

 
 
MEMOIRS OF A SOCIAL MONSTER 
 
15. [PRICE, Charles.]  Histoire de Charles Price, fameux escroc 
de Londres, connu sous différens noms; traduite de l’Anglois sur la 
sixième édition … A Londres, et se trouve à Paris, chez Volland, 
Libraire … 1787. 
 
2 vols, 12mo (160 × 93 mm), pp. [2], 206; [2], 232, with 1 folding 
engraved frontispiece by Ransonette, an exact mirror image of that in 
the original English edition; short nick to first few leaves in the upper 
corner, almost imperceptible water-stain in upper margin of vol. I; 
nineteenth-century quarter sheep by Edmond Huet, Le Mans 
(bookbinder’s ticket), vellum tips, marbled edge and endpapers, rubbed 
with some wear to extremities, upper corner of vol. I worn, upper joint of 
vol. II cracked but sound; inscribed ‘A Mme Lalande’ to verso of 
frontispiece, with ink ownership inscription (‘Lalande’) at foot of each 
title-page; bookplate of Juliusz Wiktor Gomulicki (1909–2006; activist, 
antiquarian bookseller, and bibliographer).   £450 
 
First edition in French of the lowlife biographical Memoirs of a Social 
Monster; or the History of Charles Price; otherwise Bolingbroke, 
otherwise Johnson, otherwise Parks, otherwise Wigmore, otherwise 



 
 

Brank, otherwise Wilmott, otherwise Williams, otherwise Schutz, 
otherwise Trevors, otherwise Polton, otherwise Taylor, otherwise Powel, 
&c. &c. &c. and commonly called Old Patch (London, 1786).  Published 
to warn ‘thoughtless youth from the destructive way of wickedness’, the 
book begins with an ‘Invocation to Lucifer’, playing to the outrageous 
and disreputable character of the infamous banknote forger Charles 
Price (d.1786), who had hanged himself in Bridewell Prison before his 
case came to trial. 
 
ESTC lists only two English-language editions (1786 and 1790).  We 
presume the statement on the title here that it was translated from the 
‘sixth edition’ is an instance of mention fictive. 
 
Rochedieu, p. 368.  WorldCat lists 3 copies outside Europe (Cornell, 
UCLA, Yale). 
 
 
16. [RICCOBONI, Marie-Jeanne].  Mémoires de Miledi B… Par 
Madame R … [amended in an early hand to: Mademoiselle / Melle 
de la Guesnerie]  A Amsterdam, et se trouve à Paris, Chez 
Cuissart, Libraire … 1760. 
 
4 vols in one, 12mo (134 × 73 mm) in eights and fours, pp. [4], 152; [2], 
119, [1]; [2], 130; [2], 159, [1]; some very light browning; title-page to vol. 
I laid down, minor printing flaw (from a crease in the paper) to p. 6, 
sense easily recoverable; early nineteenth-century quarter calf, rubbed, 
vellum tips, smooth spine gilt in compartments with red morocco 
lettering-piece.   £400 
 
First edition, sometimes attributed (as here, by a previous owner) to 
Charlotte-Marie-Anne Charbonnier de La Guesnerie, despite two of 
Riccoboni’s other novels being referenced in the ‘Avis du Libraire’ at the 
beginning of the first volume.   
 
‘A sentimental novel of a young woman in Scotland raised by her 
widowed father, a faithful governess, and a male servant.  Before dying, 
her father recommends that she leave Scotland for France and seek 
refuge with an aunt living in Paris’ (UCLA catalogue). 
 
Cioranesco 35809; Grieder, p. 154. 
 
 



 
 

MARKED UP 
 
17. [ROGERS, Charles.]  Catalogue of the capital and 
extensive Collection of Prints, and Books of Prints, of Charles 
Rogers, Esq. F. R. S. S. A. deceased: collected with particular 
Attention and Taste, during more than fifty Years, both at Home 
and Abroad … which will be sold by Auction, under the Direction of 
Mr. Thomas Philipe, at his Rooms, in Warwick Street, Golden 
Square … on Monday, the 18th of March, 1799, and Twenty 
following Days, Sundays and Good Friday excepted …  London:—
Printed by G. Hayden … [1799]. 
 
8vo (224 × 139 mm) in half-sheets, pp. [2], iv, [2], 148; uncut in 
nineteenth-century half calf, rebacked and recornered, paste-paper 
sides; some offsetting from the turn-ins, corners worn, upper board all 
but off, top compartment of spine missing; pencil ownership inscription 
‘C. L. Lewes 1.10.00’ to front flyleaf.   £500 
 



 
 

The sale catalogue of the enormous collection amassed by Charles 
Rogers (1711–1784), marked with buyers’ names and priced throughout 
in an early hand.   
 
‘Rogers’s collections—comprising outstanding prints, drawings, and 
books, as well as some sculpture, coins, medals, and paintings—passed 
at his death into the hands of William Cotton (d. 1791), who had married 
his sister Charlotte, and from him descended to his son William Cotton 
FSA (d. 1816) of the custom house.  The latter sold by auction the best 
of the prints and drawings in 1798 and at two great sales in 1799’ 
(Oxford DNB), one of prints (i.e. the present catalogue), the other of 
drawings (Lugt 5901). 
 
Lugt 5886.  ESTC locates only 4 copies outside Europe, at the Newberry 
(two copies), the Clark Art Institute, and the Library of Congress. 
 
 
 
18. STREET, Josiah.  A Book containing 
great Variety of Anthems, in Two, Three, 
and Four Parts: with a Large Addition of 
Anthems, in Two, Three, Four, and Six 
Parts: and a Hymn for Christmas-Day, and 
the Chants at Large, all entirely New, and 
Never before published.  Likewise, a Set of 
Psalm-Tunes, in Four Parts, in a Moderate 
Compass.  The Second Edition, with 
Additions …  London: Printed by Robert 
Brown … for Joseph Lord, Bookseller in 
Wakefield in Yorkshire, and sold by him, at 
his Shops in Barnsley, and Pontefract; also 
by John Swale, Joseph Ogle, and Samuel 
Howgate, Booksellers in Leeds; by the 
Author, at Skipton; by Abraham Milner, and 
Nathaniel Binns, Booksellers in Hallifax; by 
J. Smith, in Barnsley and Rotherham; by 
John Haxby, Samuel Simmons, and R. 
Smith, Booksellers in Sheffield; by J. 
Bradley, Bookseller in Chesterfield; and by 
John Rivington … London.  1746. 
 
8vo (196 × 121 mm) in half-sheets, pp. [16], 
151, [1]; the music printed typographically; some 
finger-soiling to title, light offsetting elsewhere; 



 
 

contemporary sheep, worn but sound, offsetting from the turn-ins, a few 
chips to spine; nineteenth-century booklabel of Miss M. C. Williams.  
 £700 
 
Second edition (first published c.1730; BL only).  Nicholas Temperley 
notes that Street, from Skipton, was one of the first compilers of psalm 
tunes to claim authorship for all or most of the material in his book, and 
‘it is only in such cases that one can easily study the style of an 
individual country composer.  In the later eighteenth century and early 
nineteenth centuries, more composers were inclined to follow this 
example.  A likely reason for the trend was the rapid opening up of 
country districts to easier communication with the centres of population 
and commerce.  Regions were no longer insulated, and choirs might 
have access to many sources of musical materials, including some 
produced and distributed by London publishers.  In these conditions it 
was more important for a composer to claim his work as his own, and for 
a compiler to emphasise the unique advantages of a the particular 
collection he was offering for sale’ (The Music of the English Parish 
Church, p. 178). 
 
Although printed in London, Street’s book was evidently intended for 
use, and distributed, in Yorkshire and Derbyshire, to judge from the long 
list of provincial booksellers on the title-page. 
 
BUCEM, p. 985; RISM S 6938. 
 
 
PRESENTATION COPY 
 
19. TATTERSALL, William Dechair.  A Version of the Psalms, 
originally written by the late Reverend James Merrick, A. M. Fellow 
of Trinity College, Oxon.  Divided into Stanzas, and adapted to the 
Purposes of public or private Devotion …  London: Printed in the 
Year MDCCXCVII [1797]. 
 
4to (261 × 197 mm), pp. iv, xcvi, 607, [1]; printed on thick wove paper; 
smudge in the lower corner of p. 425, else some occasional light 
spotting only; contemporary diced russia, marbled endpapers, all edges 
gilt, smooth spine lettered and decorated gilt; spine a little dry, with some 
wear to the joints, headcap chipped; leather label of Granville Hastings 
Wheler.   £400 
 
First edition of a handsome privately-printed quarto, dedicated to the 
King: part of the author’s attempt to reform, and improve, congregational 



 
 

singing in England.  This copy is inscribed ‘The Gift of the Revd W. D. 
Tattersall to G. H. Wheler’ at the head of the title.   
 
‘Tattersall [1751–1829] officiated as chaplain to Sir Francis Buller, and in 
1803 was appointed a chaplain to George III.  However, his most 
durable contribution was musical, and consisted of new, more 
accessible psalm settings, which effectively united music and worship in 
the lives of the “lower orders”.  This formed part of “an attempt to reform 
English parish church music” (Holman), which Tattersall achieved by 
introducing idioms of a dissenting nature into the Church of England.  He 
adapted the “refined and ‘poetic’ version of the psalms” by James 
Merrick for the use of his own congregation and then published, 
complete with preface, A version or paraphrase of the Psalms by J. 
Merrick, adapted to the purposes of public or private devotion (1789), set 
in three parts to new and existing melodies’ (Oxford DNB). 
 
ESTC lists a total of 21 copies, eleven of them in Oxford alone but only 
one (Emory) outside the British Isles. 
 
 
20. WALKER, James, engraver.  [In Cyrillic:] Vostav poimi 
otrocha i mater ego, i bezhi vo Egipet …  Arise, and take the 
young Child, and his Mother, and flee into Egypt.  St Math. Chap 
2. Vir. 13.  Dedicated to Her Imperial Majesty Catherine the 
Second …  By her most devoted amd very humble Servant James 
Walker.  From the original picture in the Imp. Gallery.  Publish’d 
Jany 1, 1792, as the Act directs by Jas Walker St Petersburg W. 
Hodges, Queen Street, May Fair and R. Blamire, Strand, London. 
 
Large mezzotint (465 × 539 mm); in very good condition.   £800* 
 
A fine mezzotint depicting Murillo’s Rest on the Flight to Egygt (c.1665), 
now in the Hermitage Museum.  James Walker (1759–1822) had been 
recruited to go to Russia in 1784, where he was appointed engraver to 
Catherine the Great.  ‘Walker’s principal task was to engrave important 
pictures by old and contemporary masters in the imperial collection, but 
he also produced some forty-three portraits of the imperial family and the 
Russian aristocracy.  On 30 December 1786 he was made an associate 
of the Academy of Arts at St Petersburg, and in September 1794 a full 
academician.  His appointment as imperial engraver was renewed 
by Emperor Alexander I.  Walker returned to England from time to time 
to arrange publication of his engravings.  During one such visit, in 1792, 
when he also took out the freedom of the Russia Company, he 
published two parts of A collection of prints, from the most celebrated 
pictures in the gallery of her imperial majesty Catherine II, empress and 



 
 

autocratix of all the Russias.  These were retailed for him by the 
landscape painter William Hodges and the bookseller R. Blamire.  Back 
in Russia, Walker’s other duties included showing distinguished British 
and other foreign visitors round the Hermitage, and the training of pupils.  
He returned to England with a pension in 1802, but twenty-four of his 
plates were lost in a shipwreck off Yarmouth’ (Oxford DNB).  See also 
Anthony Cross, Engraved in the Memory: James Walker, Engraver to 
the Empress Catherine the Great (1993). 
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